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Voices in the Dark 2017

himalayan voices provides admirers of nepal and lovers of literature with their first glimpse of the vibrant

literary scene in nepal today an introduction to the two most developed genres of modern nepali literature

poetry and the short story this work profiles eleven of nepal s most distinguished poets and offers

translations of more than eighty poems written from 1916 to 1986 twenty of the most interesting and best

known examples of the nepali short story are translated into english for the first time by michael hutt all

provide vivid descriptions of life in twentieth century nepal this book should appeal not only to admires of

nepal but to all readers with an interest in non western literatures

An Anthology of Nepali Short Stories in English 1999

buildings roads and bridges made up the city kanti knew that so did trees rivers and hills but he had never

quite thought about people he was told that they too were integral parts of a metropolis if kathmandu were

an organism people were its red blood cells navigating busily through road veins and street arteries city of

dreams is set in the multifaceted fast changing nepali capital kathmandu and through a series of deftly

woven short stories it exposes the interaction of city dwellers with this teeming schizophrenic metropolis

caught in the tussle between tradition and modernity in the title story a kathmandu native wanders the

streets of his hometown and encounters a deep secret in the presence of god a couple bickers about faith

and ambivalence only to be confronted with an event so inexplicable that it changes the very foundations

of their argument in dashain a young man s attempt to leap into adulthood goes horribly awry and in the

smoker the only story set outside kathmandu in new york city a writer begins his quest to craft the perfect

narrative yet even here the nepali city is a shadowy presence as kathmandu becomes the protagonist of

the collection what we see emerge is not just the skeletal outline of the metropolis a cartographer s map

but a capital of stories city of dreams is one of the most startling literary debuts in recent times

Nepalese Short Stories 1976

anthology of short stories by women authors translated from nepali

Modern Nepali Short Stories 2001

a pioneering collection describing and dramatizing the nepalese diaspora the displacement and exile of

the nepali speaking world shortlisted for the dylan thomas prize a disfigured servant girl plans to flee

nepal a kalimpong shopkeeper faces an impossible dilemma a hindu religious festival in darjeeling brings

with it a sacrifice a nepali bhutanese refugee pins her hopes on the west a gurkha s daughter tries to

comprehend her father s complaints two young nepali speaking immigrants meet in manhattan these are

just some of the stories of the people whose culture and language is nepalese but who are dispersed to

india bhutan and beyond from every perspective and on every page prajwal parajuly blends rich colour

and vernacular to paint an eye opening picture of a unique world and its people



Himalayan Voices 1993

anthology of nepali short stories translated into english

City of Dreams 2015-10-01

startlingly original and closely observed stories that capture the dynamism and diversity of nepali society

in a time of great flux in tilled earth several compressed poetic and deeply evocative micro stories offer

fleeting glimpses of small private dramas of people caught midlife an elderly woodworker loses his way in

a modern kathmandu neighbourhood a homesick expatriate nurses a hangover a clerk at the ministry of

home affairs learns to play solitaire on the computer a young man is drawn to politics against his better

judgement a child steals her classmate s book the longer stories in the collection too span a wide course

taking subjects from rural and urban nepal as well as from the nepali diaspora abroad in tilled earth a

young woman goes to seattle as a student and finds herself becoming an illegal alien love marriage is an

inner narration by a young man who defying family pressure falls in love with a woman of the wrong caste

in the buddha in the earth touching posture a retired secretary visits the buddha s birthplace lumbini only

to find his deepest insecurities exposed with their unexpected inventive forms these stories reveal the

author s deep love of language and commitment to craft manjushree thapa pushes the styles of her

stories to match the distinctiveness of their content emerging confidently as a skilled innovator and

formalist

An Anthology of Short Stories of Nepal 1992

while the natural splendor of nepal has been celebrated in many books very little of the substantial body

of nepali literature has appeared in english translation himalayan voices provides admirers of nepal and

lovers of literature with their first glimpse of the vibrant literary scene in nepal today an introduction to the

two most developed genres of modern nepali literature poetry and the short story this work profiles eleven

of nepal s most distinguished poets and offers translations of more than eighty poems written from 1916

to 1986 twenty of the most interesting and best known examples of the nepali short story are translated

into english for the first time by michael hutt all provide vivid descriptions of life in twentieth century nepal

although the days when nepali poets were regularly jailed for their writings have passed until 1990 the

strictures of various laws governing public security and partisan political activity still required writers and

publishers to exercise a certain caution in spite of these conditions poetry in nepal remained the most vital

and innovative genre in which sentiments and opinions on contemporary social and political issues were

frequently expressed while the nepali short story adapted its present form only during the early 1930s it

has rapidly developed a surprisingly high degree of sophistication these stories offer insights into the

workings of nepali society into caste agrarian relations social change the status of women and so on such

insights are more immediate than those offered by scholarly works and are conveyed by implication and

assumption rather than analysis and exposition this book should appeal not only to admirers of nepal but



to all readers with an interest in non western literatures himalayan voices establishes for the first time the

existence of a sophisticated literary tradition in nepal and the eastern himalaya

Beyond the Frontiers 2006

beautiful stories for children

The Gurkha's Daughter 2012-12-20

a beautiful collection of short stories

Stories from Nepal 2002

a storm batters a hillside farmstead through the night and the family living in it debates its decision to give

up the comforts of darjeeling town for the pride of owning land ancient law allows harshajit to cut down

rudraman who has staked claim to his wife thuli but when harshajit catches up with the couple after days

of relentless chase he witnesses a fearsome encounter that compels him to consecrate their marriage

with his own hands when a man on his way to darjeeling stops in a bungalow near the teesta river he is

drawn to the conversation of the labourers next door and in their chatter about the ideal recipe for cooking

kheer he gains a profound insight into the human condition and jayamaya part of the gurkha community in

burma forced on a long march to india during the second world war helplessly witnesses her life

disintegrate in the face of invasion lyrically translated the stories in long night of storm are wise

psychologically astute and deeply compassionate a collection that will yield more at every reading this is a

book to keep returning to

The Country is Yours 2009

a beautiful collection and selection of short stories for children

Tilled Earth 2007

selected stories of various nepali authors

Himalayan Voices 1991-07-29

the stories in this anthology share a unique distinction all navigate the different aspects of the maoist

insurgency in nepal when the himalayan country of mount everest was thrown chaotically into the people

s war originally written in nepali by police officers maoist fighters and established authors the stories show

different aspects of the war time era of nepal during the decade starting 1996 manu brajaki s now your

turn my dear offers an intimate look at the crippling fear and tragedy that befall a couple bhaupanthi s the

senseless killing of a man focuses on the gratuitous killing of a government officer maya thakuri s the



descending mountain explores the grim reality of rural life during the conflict and padmavati singh s the

silence of violence centers on the plight of a displaced village woman bhagirathi shrestha s execution

mingles the disturbed mental state and execution of its main character with the questionable war time

values of society sharmila khadka s sukanya alias nilima presents an injured officer s stream of

consciousness during his hazy awakening after an attack and roshan thapa s unbearable follows a man s

emotional return to his razed village in khagendra sangraula s hareram s mother we suffer through an old

woman s lamentation over the death of her son similarly we endure the plight of a poor farmer in

ghanashyam dhakal s remorse in both homshankar bastola s the shadow of a gun and saral sahayatri s

we two soldiers we are presented with both sides of the war and its destructive ability to divide close

friends mahesh bikram shah s buddha in the slaughterhouse presents an eerie scene of death and

depravity reminiscent of hitler s concentration camps a young soldier observes a pregnant woman s

murder in nirmal acharya s a civil servant s diary while rajkumar dikpal s liwang 2006 tells the harrowing

tale of an old woman finally we accompany a captive soldier on his march to death in nawa silwal s the

prisoner

250 Short Stories (Nepali) 2017-10

seamless desires is a collection of 17 short stories written by gita khatri author khatri is a renown travel

writer in contemporary nepali literature she has written several songs and poems her first published book

in nepali was published in 2005 entitled srijana yatra ma gita khatri she published her second book as

samjhana ka tareli 2010 it is a collection of her songs sapana ko dhahara collection of poetry was

published in 2011 as her fourth published work jhokhang to mazlatlan travelogue was published in 2014

her fifth book as poetry was published in 2014 entitled aama hun aama mother is mother besides these

books she has published her different 6 music cd s in different years collecting her own songs as her sixth

book seamless desires was published from kathmandu as antyahin yatra in nepali in 2017 this collection

of short stories gave her a wide recognition among the nepali readers in nepal as well as in the diaspora

this book was translated by renown english translator mahesh paudyal to spread her work internationally

this book is her first publication in english language intending the share her writing among the readers

globally all the stories in this collection are short and interesting the characters have been picked up

mostly from the diaspora and significantly the writer has picked the characters from us locally who are

being presented to show their humanitarian attitude and behavior most of the stories are ended opening

the mystery which the writer created in the beginning

123 Short Stories (Nepali) 2017-10-25

stories based on the life of nepali immigrants in foreign countries



Long Night of Storm 2018

from a major new talent come short stories set in modern nepal about arranged marriages forbidden

desires and the universal yearning for human connection amitav ghosh set in a city where gods are

omnipresent privacy is elusive and family defines identity these are stories of men and women caught

between their own needs and the demands of their society and culture psychologically rich and

astonishingly acute with a masterful narrative style ian macmillan arresting god in kathmandu introduces a

potent new voice in contemporary fiction upadhyay brings to readers the flavor of nepal and its culture in

this impressive collection of nine short stories like ha jin s bridegroom upadhyay s stories portray the lives

of simple yet psychologically complex characters and reveal much about the universal human condition in

us all upadhyay s stories leave the reader with much food for thought and will make a good choice for

book discussion groups library journal

123 Short Stories (Nepali) 2017-09-22

this is an english anthology of nepalese short stories which tears apart the carefully woven facade of

morality of the nepalese

Pratinidhi Nepali kahaniyan 2016

startlingly good stories of nepali society set against the backdrop of violent maoist insurgencies san

francisco chronicle from an author like a buddhist chekhov the royal ghosts features characters trying to

reconcile their true desires with the forces at work in nepali society san francisco chronicle as political

violence rages these people struggle with their duties to their aging parents an oppressive caste system

and the complexities of arranged marriage striving to find peace and connection and often discovering it in

unexpected places these stories from the whiting award winning author of arresting god in kathmandu and

the guru of love brilliantly examine not only kathmandu during a time of upheaval crisis and cultural

transformation but also the effects of the city on the individual consciousness like william trevor samrat

upadhyay compresses into a short story the breadth of vision and human consequence we expect from a

novel and he does so in a prose that seems as natural as breathing scott russell sanders author of a

private history of awe takes us straight into the heart of the troubled and enchanting kingdom of nepal the

washington post upadhyay s not so simple stories are lucid and often luminous publishers weekly

Nothing to Declare 2011

the book is collection of folk tales of nepal

Rebel 2017-03-23

on the life and works of the nepali author



Seamless Desires 2020

newari short stories

Gurkha KI Chhori 2015-01-24

a ground breaking collection of stories poems and articles about nepal covering the length and breadth of

this enchanting nation and its people if you want a book in english that tells you about nepalese thinking

and gives a taste of the country s contemporary literature you could hardly do better than house of snow

daily telegraph one of the finest books i have read this year nudge books a well curated sliver of works

that highlight the richness and variety of nepal s literary contribution kathmandu post in 2015 sagarmatha

frowned tectonic plates moved a deadly earthquake devastated nepal in the wake of disaster house of

snow brings together over 50 excerpts of fiction and non fiction celebrating the breathtaking landscapes

and rich cultural heritage of this fascinating country here are explorers and mountaineers poets and

political journalists national treasures and international celebrities featuring a diverse cast of writers such

as michael palin and jon krakauer lakshmiprasad devko a and lil bahadur chettri all hand picked by well

known authors and scholars of nepali literature including samrat upadhyay michael hutt isabella tree and

thomas bell house of snow is the biggest most comprehensive and most beautiful collection of writing

about nepal in print

Arresting God in Kathmandu 2014-09-23

a fox saw a lion that had been imprisoned in a cage the fox approached the lion and insulted him very

rudely the lion then said to her you are not responsible for my disgrace the cause is my unfortunate

situation the fable shows that after suffering a reversal of fortune powerful people are often humiliated by

mere riffraff

Sheet of Snow 1997

danny teller is a uk national and he was born in 1964 for most of his intrepid and industrious childhood he

lived in the uk before immigrating to israel in the mid 1980s in 2002 or nearly twenty years later he left

israel and moved to america for a short and relaxing time he subsequently moved from america to spend

nearly six months teaching english in a small but very remote village in the southern part of nepal

between 2002 and 2003 by the spring of 2003 danny decided to return to the uk where he spent the next

few years working in a new career for two large retail companies in central london in some of his free time

he projected considerable amounts of efforts in creative writing online blogs publishing and improving his

overall knowledge of it during this time he also made numerous but mainly pleasurable trips to the african

asian american and european continents respectively moreover in recent times such as in 2009 danny

has made another affluent move to the peoples democratic republic of china he is currently residing with

his long term companion yvonne wu who ever since the summer of 2014 became his chinese wife danny



is also the author of two other e books one of which was coauthored by yvonne the eternity of being a

global explorer is only available as an e book which was published in 2013 full of jewish promise and

spiritual adventures which was available in e book format as well as in hard copy was published in later

part of 2015 or the early part of 2016

The Royal Ghosts 2006-02-09

lsquo do you not have eyes can rsquo t you see that i am watering my tree rsquo the merchant said lsquo

but there are clothes on the branches rsquo lsquo yes i would expect a clothes tree to grow clothes

mdash wouldn rsquo t you rsquo kakaji is a lazy man much given to sitting around until one day his wife

kicks him out in a rage after a series of adventures mdash which involve a tree that bears clothes and a

dancing bear that shits silver coins mdash kakaji comes home rich and resumes his life of indolence nbsp

characters like kakaji abound in the lazy conman and other stories making their roguish way in the world

with wit charm and grace the uttis and laligurans trees fall in and out of love the mouse asks the sun the

clouds and the mountain successively to be her husband and death is trapped for the first and the only

time on earth the fox teaches the brahmin an important lesson of life while gods walk the earth and

actively take part in human and animal affairs nbsp an engaging retelling of mostly oral folktales these

stories represent the mosaic of cultures that make up the nepalese nation with beautiful illustrations by

durga baral one of nepal rsquo s best known cartoonists the lazy conman and other stories affords a

fascinating view of the social and cultural life of nepal and a unique opportunity to sample the treasures of

an ancient and rapidly changing culture nbsp

Under the Pipal Tree 1988

a ground breaking collection of stories poems and articles about nepal covering the length and breadth of

this enchanting nation and its people if you want a book in english that tells you about nepalese thinking

and gives a taste of the country s contemporary literature you could hardly do better than house of snow

daily telegraph one of the finest books i have read this year nudge books a well curated sliver of works

that highlight the richness and variety of nepal s literary contribution kathmandu post in 2015 sagarmatha

frowned tectonic plates moved a deadly earthquake devastated nepal in the wake of disaster house of

snow brings together over 50 excerpts of fiction and non fiction celebrating the breathtaking landscapes

and rich cultural heritage of this fascinating country here are explorers and mountaineers poets and

political journalists national treasures and international celebrities featuring a diverse cast of writers such

as michael palin and jon krakauer lakshmīprāsad devkoṭā and lil bahadur chettri all hand picked by

well known authors and scholars of nepali literature including samrat upadhyay michael hutt isabella tree

and thomas bell house of snow is the biggest most comprehensive and most beautiful collection of writing

about nepal in print
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